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Phone-C installation / Try & Buy version

1. In order to install Phone-C it is necessary to use Google
Chrome browser.
2. To start the installation process, click HERE and you will be
taken to the "Welcome to Phone-C" page.

3. On this page, click on the blue “Proceed with
Phone-C Installation” button.
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4. Select the Gmail account where you have received the
invitation to Phone-C.

5. Once selected, you have to fill in the following
form.
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6. You will then have to accept the terms of service. This
process can take a few seconds.

7. Once accepted, press the blue "Install Phone-C"
button and a pop up will appear. Here, select "Add
extension". This process can take a few seconds.
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8. Welcome! Your Phone-C has been installed correctly.
Go to your Gmail and configure the service.

9. Once in Gmail, you will see a pop up requesting
authorization from Phone-C. Click "Launch
authorization".
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10. Select the Gmail account with wich you have installed
Phone-C in and accept the different permissions from
Google.

11. A welcome tutorial will open, where you can
invite your co-workers. It is important to note that
you can only use Phone-C with people who have
the service until the administrator sets up the IP
PBX. At that time, you will be able to call anyone,
whether or not you have Phone-C.
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12. Once the invitations have been sent, you will see all
the features, calls, screen sharing, recordings,
conferences, transfers... etc.

13. And finally! When the tutorial is over, click on
the Phone-C logo at the top-right corner of your
Gmail and enjoy the service!
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How to invite in Phone-C?

1. Welcome Tutorial
The first time you start Phone-C, a tutorial will appear
where you can send invitations to your co-workers.

2. Top button
In the main panel you will find the "Send
invitations“ button, from where you can invite
your colleagues and see the status of the
previously sent requests.
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Phone-C installation on Asterisk PBX

To connect to the Asterisk PBX, the following settings must be configured in advance:

1. Connection to the Phone-C communication server
- ExternIP configuration: the Phone-C communication server will send the logs, signaling and audio to the Asterisk, so you must allow
external logging to the PBX, forwarding requests with port forwarding (bindport) for signaling (SIP-UDP) and audio ports (RTP-UDP) on
your equipment that provides Internet connectivity.
sip.conf:
•
externip = ipwan // Public IP address where you connect the Asterisk //
•
bindport = port (Do not use standard SIP service ports, as a security measure we advise you to use between
•
10000-65535)
rtp.conf:
•
rtpstart=10000 - rtpend=20000 // range of RTP ports, by default, used in Asterisk. They can be modified in the rtp. conf file
itself
- Safety limitation: in case of establishing traffic permission criteria for certain hosts on the Asterisk itself or other network elements, you
must allow origin/destination traffic to 193.22.119.0/255.255.255.255.0 and 217.18.237.0/255.255.255.0, communication IPs for PhoneC/VozTelecom. In Asterisk, for example:

sip.conf:
•
•

permit=193.22.119.0/255.255.255.0
permit=217.18.237.0/255.255.255.0
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2. Attributes for media transmission and codecs
- NAT parameters: you will configure the specifications for symmetrical support in RTP transmissions, to allow both variants, based on the RFC3581.
sip.conf:
• nat=force_rport,comedia
- Codecs: Broadcasts between the Phone-C server and Asterisk will be prioritized in G722, to enjoy HD quality and G711 variants as second and third
choice.
sip.conf:
• disallow=all
• allow=g722,ulaw,alaw
The average transmissions of Phone-C itself, as a WebRTC system in our browser, will be based on Opus. In this way it will provide us with VBR to adjust
the quality to bandwidth, with rates up to 64-128 kbit/s stereo and a sampling rate of between 4-20khz.
- Open socket for RTP: you will create a macro[macro-on-connect] that, when initiating the RTP retransmission for outgoing/incoming context, will
open a communication with a Playback and thus, prepare the Asterisk for audio streams and avoid audio absence incidents due to NAT issues in our
network.
• extensions.conf:

[macro-on-connect]
exten => s,1,Log(DEBUG,${ARG1})
same => n,GotoIf($["${ARG1}" = "yes"]?play:check)
same => n(check),GotoIf($["${IS_PHONE_C}" = "yes"]?play:exit)
same => n(play),Playback(silence/1)
same => n(exit),MacroExit

; the variable ${IS_PHONE_C} will be set in the definition of the extensions using Phone-C
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3. Phone-C extensions’ definition
Creating extension: you will create the extension linked to Phone-C, in this case the 300, which will be the one you have added in the installation form.
You will set the corresponding variables to execute the aforementioned macro, applicable for the input and output contexts. We will also set variables
for CLI construction in outgoing and internal calls (in this documentation, references to numbering will be for the purposes of SIP Trunk service of
VozTelecom, OIGAA Direct).
sip.conf:
[300]
type=friend
nat=force_rport,comedia
host=dynamic
insecure=port,invite
canreinvite=no
disallow=all
allow=g722,ulaw,alaw
regexten=300
secret=passwordautenticaciónext
context=generic-extensions
setvar=IS_PHONE_C=yes
setvar=EXTERNAL_CLI=9xxxxxxxx ; geographical numbering linked to the SIP trunk
setvar=INTERNAL_CLI=300 ; presentation for the context of internal calls
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4. Creating outgoing context
Definition of the dialplan and execution of variables: in this case, name the context [generic-extensions], previously included in the definition of
extension 300, which is where you will define the output conditions. For this example, also add configuration for CLI of the VozTelecom trunk and, very
importantly, add the execution of the aforementioned macro.
•

extensions.conf:
[generic-extensions]
exten => _9XXXXXXXX,1,SipAddHeader(P-Asserted-Identity: <sip:${EXTERNAL_CLI}@voztele.com>)
same => n,Dial(SIP/${EXTEN}@voztelecom,20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
same => n,Hangup
exten => _6XXXXXXXX,1,SipAddHeader(P-Asserted-Identity: <sip:${EXTERNAL_CLI}@voztele.com>)
same => n,Dial(SIP/${EXTEN}@voztelecom,20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
same => n,Hangup
exten => _09XXXXXXXX,1,SipAddHeader(P-Asserted-Identity: <sip:${EXTERNAL_CLI}@voztele.com>)
same => n,Dial(SIP/${EXTEN:1}@voztelecom,20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
same => n,Hangup
exten => _06XXXXXXXX,1,SipAddHeader(P-Asserted-Identity: <sip:${EXTERNAL_CLI}@voztele.com>)
same => n,Dial(SIP/${EXTEN:1}@voztelecom,20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
same => n,Hangup
exten => _XXX,1,SipAddHeader(X-Internal-Ext:${INTERNAL_CLI})
same => n,Dial(SIP/${EXTEN},20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
same => n,Hangup
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5. Creating incoming context
Definition of input rules and execution of variables: for the input of calls to extensions with Phone-C and/or DDI's assigned to the extension, you also
need to configure the macro execution.
• extensions.conf:
[incoming]
exten => 300,1,Progress() ; for internal call
Same => n,Dial(SIP/300,20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
Same => n,Hangup()
exten => 912345678,1,Progress() ; for direct DDI call
exten => 912345678,2,Dial(SIP/300,20,rtM(on-connect^${IS_PHONE_C}))
exten => 912345678,n,Hangup()
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Once you have completed these previous
steps, go to the "Settings" button on the
main Phone-C panel.

2. Next, we press the blue
"Connect me to your PBX"
button.
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A new window will open for you to enter the following
data:
• IP and port of the PBX or proxy: The IP configured as
externIP and port (bindport) that you will define in Asterisk,
will need to be rerouted to the bandwidth machine, for SIP
signaling (logs, calls)
• Domain: IP or domain linked to the Internet access where
Asterisk is connected (the same as the one defined in
externIP and/or the one that resolves the same IP)
• Extension of the PBX: for this example, 300.
• Username of the extension: 300. It will be the username to
authenticate access to the PBX
• Password: password to authenticate access to the PBX
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Once you select Save, the Phone-C versus Asterisk will be registered and displayed in the next log record:

<--- SIP read from UDP:217.18.237.133:5060 --->
REGISTER sip:222.33.44.55 SIP/2.0
Call-ID: OIGAAW_1518782324748
CSeq: 1 REGISTER
From: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>;tag=1518782324806
To: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
217.18.237.133;branch=z9hG4bK3bce.a31f67a407732838b196d10
967156e38.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 217.18.237.110:5061;branch=z9hG4bK-33383177c912d974d89a860339cf7c7aca941e
Max-Forwards: 69
X-VT-RegDestinationURI: 222.33.44.55:14060
User-Agent: Oigaa Work 1.0
Contact: <sip:SlVMSU8gVEVTVCBTLkE@217.18.237.133:5060>
Content-Length: 0
<------------->
--- (12 headers 0 lines) --Sending to 217.18.237.133:5060 (NAT)
Sending to 217.18.237.133:5060 (NAT)

<--- Transmitting (NAT) to 217.18.237.133:5060 --->
SIP/2.0 401 Unauthorized
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
217.18.237.133;branch=z9hG4bK3bce.a31f67a407732838b196d10
967156e38.0;received=217.18.237.133;rport=5060
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 217.18.237.110:5061;branch=z9hG4bK-33383177c912d974d89a860339cf7c7aca941e
From: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>;tag=1518782324806
To: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>;tag=as2843b08d
Call-ID: OIGAAW_1518782324748
CSeq: 1 REGISTER
Server: Asterisk PBX 13.1.0~dfsg-1.1ubuntu4.1
Allow: INVITE, ACK, CANCEL, OPTIONS, BYE, REFER,
SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, INFO, PUBLISH, MESSAGE
Supported: replaces, timer
WWW-Authenticate: Digest algorithm=MD5, realm="asterisk",
nonce="7bef6041"
Content-Length: 0
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<--- SIP read from UDP:217.18.237.133:5060 --->
REGISTER sip:222.33.44.55 SIP/2.0
Call-ID: OIGAAW_1518782324748
CSeq: 2 REGISTER
From: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>;tag=1518782324806
To: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
217.18.237.133;branch=z9hG4bK0bce.f258079e5151075871cd1d0d27f
01b42.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 217.18.237.110:5061;branch=z9hG4bK-333831d9c259e5518a04070b27ed287878e775
Max-Forwards: 69
X-VT-RegDestinationURI: 222.33.44.55:14060
User-Agent: Oigaa Work 1.0
Contact: <sip:SlVMSU8gVEVTVCBTLkE@217.18.237.133:5060>
Authorization: Digest
username="300",realm="asterisk",nonce="7bef6041",uri="sip:222.33
.44.55",response="677b18776f49967fb9fe088957e11dbe",algorithm=
MD5
Content-Length: 0

<------------->
--- (13 headers 0 lines) --Sending to 217.18.237.133:5060 (NAT)
<--- Transmitting (NAT) to 217.18.237.133:5060 --->
SIP/2.0 200 OK
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
217.18.237.133;branch=z9hG4bK0bce.f258079e5151075871cd1d0d27f01
b42.0;received=217.18.237.133;rport=5060
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 217.18.237.110:5061;branch=z9hG4bK-333831d9c259e5518a04070b27ed287878e775
From: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>;tag=1518782324806
To: <sip:300@222.33.44.55>;tag=as2843b08d
Call-ID: OIGAAW_1518782324748
CSeq: 2 REGISTER
Server: Asterisk PBX 13.1.0~dfsg-1.1ubuntu4.1
Allow: INVITE, ACK, CANCEL, OPTIONS, BYE, REFER, SUBSCRIBE,
NOTIFY, INFO, PUBLISH, MESSAGE
Supported: replaces, timer
Expires: 3600
Contact:
<sip:SlVMSU8gVEVTVCBTLkE@217.18.237.133:5060>;expires=3600
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 11:58:44 GMT
Content-Length: 0
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1. To add and manage the extensions in
Phone-C, press the "Settings" button
located on the top-right side of the main
screen (cog icon)

2. Next, select the section "Go
to Phone-C management"
(lower part of the screen)
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3. In this new window, press the "Add extension" button, and the
"Configuration of the extension" pop up will appear for you to fill in
the requested fields: email, user and registration extension... Once
the changes are made, click on "Save".
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Once the extension is added, it will appear as Connected to the PBX,
(since you have created the extension in Asterisk PBX and also
Es panel), but its status will be Not
added in the Phone-C configuration
activated, until the application is installed in the browser.

Es

Important: before creating the extensions in the form, you
must create them in the Asterisk
Es (sip. conf) to complete the
process.
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